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Module 4 

Vocabulary 
 

� Types of holidays 
 

 A Label the pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1 c……………………………...….  2 s……………………………...…. 

 3 b………………  h………………  4 c………………  h……………… 

 5 b………………  h………………  6 a………………  h……………… 
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Module 4 

� Holiday experiences 
 

 B Match the words to form phrases. 

 

 1  go  a mountains 

 2  climb a  b a dangerous road 

 3  drive a  c sandboarding 

 4  explore  d piranha 

 5  trek in the  e volcano 

6  swim with  f ancient monuments 

7  mountain bike down  g dune buggy 

 

 C Read the advertisement and fill in the gaps with words from the list. 
 

  • resort  • surrounded  • explore  • scenery  • bored  • spectacular  • time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� Holiday activities 
 

 D Fill in the verbs: visit, go, enjoy, take, try, sunbathe, stay, shop in the correct form. 

 

 1 My favourite part of any holiday is ...................................... for souvenirs. 

 2 My sister loves ...................................... on the beach. 

 3 We usually ...................................... in a hotel when we go on holiday. 

 4 Tom often ...................................... lots of photographs on holiday. 

 5 I would like ...................................... dog sledding next year. 

 6 My dad always ...................................... local food when we are in a new place. 

 7 Lisa ...................................... nature and so she usually goes on a camping holiday. 

 8 Tom likes ...................................... historic sights. 

 

 

Special Costa Rica Tour For Adventure Lovers 

 

If you are 1) ………………………….. of the same old package holiday every year, then why not 

have the 2) ………………………….. of your life on our special tour for adventure lovers? This 

trip offers the perfect combination of nature and adventure while being 3) ……………………….. 

by the stunning 4) ………………………….. of Costa Rica. You can climb up a volcano and see 

the 5) ………………………….. view, hike the trails through the forest in the national park, 

6) ………………………….. ancient ruins and see impressive landmarks. You can also visit hot 

springs and relax at a lakeside 7) ………………………….. and have the chance to see 

endangered species including the rare jaguar. 
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� National Park 
 

 E Read the text and fill in the correct word. 
 

  • thermal  • erupt  • hot  • impressive  • trails  • huge  • wildlife 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� Eco-Tourism 
 

 F Fill in: life-size, creatures, damaged, underwater, cast, local, damage, cement, flippers, 

coral, below. 

 

 1 The ...................................... sculpture park was made by Jason deCaires Taylor. 

 2 He ...................................... the statues from real people. 

 3 You can see ...................................... sculptures under the sea near Cancun, Mexico. 

 4 The statues look like the ...................................... people. 

 5 It is an amazing world ...................................... the waves. 

 6 Divers share the sculpture park with the sea ...................................... . 

 7 Unfortunately, visitors ............................ Mexico’s ............................ reefs. 

 8 Now visitors visit the sculpture park instead of the ...................................... reefs. 

 9 The statues are made of ...................................... . 

 10 Why not put on your ...................................... and swim to this amazing park? 

 

Rincon de la Vieja National Park is a beautiful region in Costa 

Rica surrounding an active volcano with the same name. It is also 

part of a World Heritage Site called the Guancaste Conservation 

Area. Visitors can follow the 1) ……….….……..….... to explore 

the volcanic landscape and climb the 2) ……….………..….... 

volcano.  

They can see 3) ……….………..….... pools and relax in the 

natural 4) ……….………..….... springs. There are also a number 

of 5) ……….………..….... waterfalls and swimming holes. In the 

hotter areas they can see bubbling mud holes and if they are 

lucky they may even see a geyser 6) ……….………..….... . During 

their journey through the park they will have endless opportunities 

to see the local 7) ……….………..…...., too. 
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 1 New York is famous for its tall ..................................     . 

 

 

 

 2 In Greece, Piraeus is a huge ..................................       with lots of ships. 

 

 

 

 3 Brooklyn has a long ..................................      that joins two islands. 

 

 

 

 4 Old cities often have traditional ..................................       . 

 

 

 

 5 I prefer to eat out at a cosy ..................................      than a loud noisy one. 

 

 

 

 6 Many European cities have a huge ..................................     where you can 

find anything you want to buy. 

 

 

 

 7 Most major cities have a large ..................................        where people  

can see all sorts of animals. 

 

 

 

 8 Cities should have some peaceful ..................................       where people 

can go to relax. 

� Places in a city 
 

 G Fill in the correct words. 
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 H Underline the correct word. 
 

 

 

 

� Holiday problems 
 

 I Write the correct holiday problem. 
 

  • no reservation  • wallet stolen  • bad weather  • got sunburnt  • food poisoning   

• missed flight 
 

 

 1 I have an upset stomach. It must be 

something I ate.  

.................................................................  

 2 We couldn’t get out of the hotel. It was 

raining all the time.  

.................................................................  

 3 I feel pain. I’m not going to spend too 

much time in the sun anymore.  

.................................................................  

 4 I was shopping at the market. I reached 

for my wallet, but I couldn’t find it. 

.................................................................  

 5 The hotel was full. We couldn’t find a 

room. .......................................................  

 6 We were stuck in a traffic jam for 2 hours. 

When we arrived at the airport, it was too 

late.  

.................................................................  

 

 1 Last year we had a mild/cold winter; it 

was more like autumn. 

 2 There is a ferry in New York that travels 

across the city harbour/bay. 

 3 The museum has a magnificent interior/ 

exterior, but inside it isn’t so nice. 

 4 The restaurant had a traditional/ 

contemporary décor that young people 

liked. 

 5 I like to buy my fresh/natural produce 

from the market each week. 

 6 The theatre offers a natural/diverse  

programme of events every month.  

 7 The park overlooks/features traditional 

pavilions and beautiful gardens. 

 8 You need to stay for a month to 

experience/view everything that the city 

has to offer. 

 9 The Opera House in Sydney is a 

heritage/world site. 

 10 The auditorium has spectacular/crystal 

clear acoustics. 

 11 I like to visit fresh/flea markets to pick up 

bargains whenever I can. 

 12 John only eats at restaurants with 

favourite/top chefs.  
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Module 4 

� Citizenship 
 

 J Fill in the gaps with the correct words. 
 

  • crafts  • respect  • behaviour  • environmentally-responsible  • handmade  • brands   

• endangered  • site  • customs  • responsible  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 • When you visit another country, you should be a 

1) ……………………….…………….……. tourist. 

 • You can do this by following a 2) ……………………….…………….…… 

code so you don’t disrespect the people. 

 • Everywhere has its own local 3) ……………………….…………….……. 

and traditions that visitors may not know about. 

 • You should make yourself aware of any dress codes to show 

4) ……………………….…………….……. and dress appropriately. 

 • You can also help the economy by buying arts and 

5) ……………………….…………….……. such as 

6) ……………………….…………….……. souvenirs that the local people 

have made. 

 • When you are shopping in general, you should buy local 

7) ……………………….…………….……. not imported ones. 

 • You shouldn’t buy anything made from 

8) ……………………….…………….……species. 

 • Do not take anything away from a historical 9) …………….…………….… 

as a souvenir. 

 • Finally be 10) ……………………….…………….……. and do not drop 

litter. 
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� Prepositions 
 

 K Underline the correct item. 
 

 

 1 Jane is bored …… beach holidays. 

  A with B of C at 
 

 2 You can walk …… the top of the volcano 

and see the view. 

  A up B on C to 
 

 3 For a holiday full …… adventure, visit 

South America. 

  A of B with C in 
 

 4 He creates the statues …… cement. 

  A with B in C from 
 

 5 We usually go …… holiday in August. 

  A on  B at C for 
 

 6 We stayed at a 5-star hotel …… the heart 

of the city. 

  A at B in C with 
 

 7 When you visit a place, make sure you 

treat the locals …… respect. 

  A with B from C of 

 8 Jason deCaires Taylor cares …… 

protecting coral reefs. 

  A with B for  C about 
 

 9 Tina is interested …… visiting the 

underwater sculpture park. 

  A for B in C to 
 

 10 The statues are made …… casts of local 

people. 

  A of B from C with 
 

 11 When you go to the beach, clean up …… 

yourself and take your rubbish home. 

  A with B from C after 
 

 12 When you’re on holiday in a crowded city, 

watch out …… pickpockets. 

  A for B at C with 
 

 13 Next year we are going to go on a trek 

…… the mountains. 

  A on B at C in 
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� Verbs 
 

 L Fill in the correct verb. 
 

  • head  • covers  • shares  • overlooked  • encourage  • attracts  • damage  • treat  • support   

• respect  • stretches  • make 

 

 1 When you meet new people, you can …….………………………….. a good impression by 

smiling and being friendly. 

 2 The road through the mountains …….………………………….. for 50 km. 

 3 It was late so they decided to …….………………………….. back to the hotel. 

 4 You should always …….………………………….. people with respect. 

 5 Our hotel room …….………………………….. Sydney harbour. 

 6 You can …….………………………….. the local people in an area by buying from local 

shops. 

 7 Learning the local language shows people that you …….………………………….. their 

culture. 

 8 When people touch a coral reef, they …….………………………….. it. 

 9 Jason deCaires Taylor wants to …….………………………….. people to think about the 

environment. 

 10 Yellowstone National Park …….………………………….. an area of 8,980 km2. 

 11 Katy …….………………………….. her travel experiences through her blog. 

 12 The national park …….………………………….. millions of visitors per year. 
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Module 4 

Grammar 
 

� Will 
 

 A Read the sentences below and mark them as A (a prediction), B (an on-the-

spot decision) or C (give information about the future). 

 

 1 I think you’ll have a great time in Thailand. .............  

 2 We’ll stay in a five-star hotel. .............  

 3 These pottery vases are really nice. I’ll buy some for my friends. .............  

 4 Are you going mountain biking today? I’ll join you. .............  

 5 Why don’t you go on an adventure holiday? I’m sure you’ll enjoy it. .............  

 6 We’ll fly into Santiago when we visit Chile. .............  

 
 

� Going to −−−− Will −−−− Present continuous 
 

 B Fill in the gaps with will, be going to or the present continuous. 

 

 

 C Underline the correct tense. 

 

 1 When are you/will you be back from 

Gstaad? 

 2 As soon as I reach/will reach the hotel, 

I’ll call you. 

 3 We can’t leave until Helen will come/ 

comes back. 

 4 We will go/go dancing after we have 

dinner. 

 5 Don’t forget to get your passport before 

you leave/will leave. 

 6 I’ll be at the airport by the time you will 

arrive/arrive. 

 1 A: What are you doing this evening? 

  B: Well, we ……….….……………………..…. (go) to a  restaurant to try some local food. 
 

 2 A: Do you have any plans for tomorrow? 

  B: We ……….….……………………..…. (visit) the  Prado Museum. 
 

 3 A: I’m going to the beach. 

  B: Wait for me. I ……….….……………………..…. (come) with you. 
 

 4 A: Come on, Jenny, it’s 1:30! We ……….….……………………..…. (miss) our flight! 

  B: I’ll be ready in a minute. 
 

 5 A: I ……….….……………………..…. (call) you a taxi if you like. 

  B: Yes, please. Thank you. 
 

 6 A: Tom and I ……….….……………………..…. (travel) to Hawaii next week. I’ve just bought 

our tickets. 

  B: Lucky you! 
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 D Circle the correct item. 

 

 

 
 

� Might −−−− May −−−− Could −−−− Will probably −−−− Will definitely 
 

 E Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets. 
 
 
 

 1 It’s likely that John and I will go diving 

tomorrow. (probably)  

..................................................................  

  ..................................................................  

 2 There is a slight possibility that we’ll go to 

Majorca this summer. (might)  

..................................................................  

  ..................................................................  

 3 It’s possible that it will rain at the 

weekend. (could) 

..................................................................  

  ..................................................................  

 4 It’s certain that we’ll visit the Dinosaur 

Museum when we visit Wyoming. 

(definitely) 

  ..................................................................  

  ..................................................................  

 5 Perhaps I’ll go to Peru next month. (may)  

..................................................................  

  ..................................................................  

 6 It’s vaguely possible that I will go to the 

party. (might) 

..................................................................  

..................................................................  

 7 There’s a chance that it will be sunny next 

week. (could)  

..................................................................  

..................................................................  

 8 I am likely to see John tonight. (probably) 

..................................................................  

..................................................................  

 9 Maybe I’ll go shopping tomorrow. (may)  

..................................................................  

..................................................................  

 10 I’m sure I will go to Spain next month. 

(definitely)  

..................................................................  

..................................................................  

 

 1 If I were you, I …… to Italy this summer. 

  A go B will go C would go 
 

 2 Unless she …… late, we’ll go shopping. 

  A is B was C will be 
 

 3 If you add 5 and 3, you …… 8. 

  A will get B get C would get 
 

 4 If the weather …… better, we’ll go fishing. 

  A got B will get C gets 
 

 

 5 If I …… more free time, I’d take up a sport. 

  A have B had C will have 

 6 If you heat water, it …… . 

  A boils B will boil C boiled 
 

 7 Unless we leave now, we …… our plane. 

  A miss B missed C will miss 
 

 8 We’ll go on a picnic if it …… . 

  A won’t rain B doesn’t rain 

  C wouldn’t rain 
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� A/An −−−− The 
 

 F Fill in a, an or the where necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 G Underline the correct item. 

 

 1 They’re going on holiday to Maldives/the 

Maldives. 

 2 When we were in Rome, we visited the 

Vatican City/Vatican City and the 

Coliseum/Coliseum. 

 3 Mount Everest/The Mount Everest is the 

highest mountain in the world.  

 4 Is the Lake Windermere/Lake 

Windermere in the England/England? 

 5 Rocky Mountains/The Rocky Mountains 

are located in the western North 

America/western North America. 

 6 We are on a cruise in Aegean Sea/the 

Aegean Sea. 

 

 

� Relatives 
 

 H Fill in: who, which, where or whose. 

 

 1 Yesterday we went to Taronga Zoo ............................ houses 2,600 animals. 

 2 This is the museum ............................ Amy works. 

 3 I prefer restaurants ............................ serve pasta. 

 4 This is the chef ............................ seafood dishes are famous all over the world. 

 5 They hired a guide ............................ showed them around the ancient city. 

A Trip to London 

 

Last month, my family and I went on a trip to 1) .................. London in 

2) .................. UK. It is 3) .................. amazing and exciting city. We stayed at 

4) .................. Imperial Hotel which is in 5) .................. city centre and it is only 

6) .................. short walk from 7) .................. West End which is where all 

8) .................. theatres are. We saw 9) .................. hit show, Les Miserables 

which was 10) .................. incredible experience. We also visited 

11) .................. Tower of London which is one of 12) .................. oldest 

buildings in 13) .................. England. We also rode on 14) .................. London 

Eye and had 15) .................. great view of 16) .................. city from there. On 

17) .................. last day of our trip we went to 18) .................. Buckingham 

Palace. We had 19) .................. amazing time and it was 20) .................. best 

trip I’ve ever had. 
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Module 4 

Reading 
 

Read the extracts (A-E) and match them to the sentences (1-8). Some of the 

extracts are used more than once. 

 

 

 

A  Cooking/Waiting 

  You might be waiting in a humble café or preparing food in a five-star restaurant. Either 

way, you will usually work long hours and the pay won’t be very high. On the other hand, 

these are jobs which put you in contact with other travellers and, if you wait on tables, you 

may get a lot of tips.  

B  Working on a Farm 

  You’ll definitely see something of the countryside if you do farm work. Duties include fruit 

picking, planting crops and caring for animals. Wages are low, but accommodation is often 

free. Unless you’re already physically fit, however, you’ll probably experience some aches 

and pains at first! 

C  Working at a Ski Resort 

  Your friends are going to go skiing this winter and you can’t afford it. Could that be you? 

Then why not work as a skiing instructor? This is a really cool job in every way! You’ll need 

to have a teaching certificate for skiing; if not, you can earn money by cleaning the chalets. 

 D Au Pairing 

  Looking after children abroad means you’re going to have the chance to master a foreign 

language. The pay and hours of work vary widely, so you should check au pair websites 

where you can find information on the many vacancies available worldwide. 

 E Working on a Yacht 

  If you asked people what sort of holiday they like, many of them would say a cruise. If this 

is your dream, you might want to join a yachting crew. You’ll certainly see something of the 

world and you won’t be bored; your duties may include helping to sail the yacht in addition 

to tasks like cleaning and maintenance.  
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1  You could be working with the captain in this job. 

2  This job might hurt a bit! 

3  If you apply for this job, some formal training may be helpful. 

4  You may have to work many hours. 

5  If you enjoy the sea, you’ll like this job. 

6  This job often involves kitchen work. 

7  You may not have to pay for a place to stay. 

8  If you study French, this job will help you. 
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Module 4 

People Types of Holidays 

Listening 
 

Listen to Andrew and Sandra talking about types of holidays. Match the types 

of holidays (A-H) to the names (1-5). There are two holidays that do not match. 

 

 

 

    A activity 

 0 E Karen  B eco 

 1  Sandra  C safari 

 2  Jamie  D cruise 

 3  Billy  E sightseeing 

 4  Amy  F beach 

5  Andrew  G backpacking 

    H camping 


